Elevate your employees and
leverage tech investments
Grow employee awareness and digital skills
by automating personal learning journeys

Meetroo Entree is a Digital Adoption Platform for Office 365. It helps employees grow
awareness and skills by actively suggesting training and support based on Office 365
usage and through easy access to knowledge, policies and training materials.
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Why customers love
meetroo entree
Jumpstart productivity
and awareness
Help employees
improve their skills
Drive Office 365 usage
and understanding

Do more with
Microsoft Office 365
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meetroo solves this:
Most Office 365 customers solely make use of Exchange Online and the Office client.
As a result, customers pay for software and online services that they do not use.
The main cause of this problem is that end users are not aware of the possibilities of
Office 365 and do not know how to use them.

Unique advantages of meetroo entree
Entree can be integrated with existing Learning Management Solutions
Entree comes with a large curated library of Microsoft Training content
Content can be delivered across SharePoint sites and Office 365 Tenants
Entree is no typical SaaS. All information remains within the customer's environment
Entree meets the highest privacy and security requirements
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Meetroo Campaigner is an online tool
to automate employee communication
using email and Microsoft Teams. The
product has a broad set of templates
to drive Microsoft SharePoint, OneDrive and Teams adoption. Emails can
be sent from an internal mail account
and can be scheduled over time.
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